The primary diagnostic examination performed in patients with a high pre-test probability of coronary artery disease (CAD) is invasive coronary angiography. Currently, approximately 50% of all invasive coronary angiographies do not end with percutaneous coronary intervention (PCI) because of the absence of significant coronary artery lesions. It is desirable to eliminate such situations. There is an alternative, non-invasive method useful for exclusion of significant CAD, which is coronary computed tomography angiography (CCTA).
Introduction
The primary diagnostic examination performed in patients with a high pre-test probability of coronary artery disease (CAD) is invasive coronary angiography. Usually, it requires at least a short-term hospitalization and is associated with significant risk of serious complications, such as aortic dissection, bleeding, stroke, heart attack or death.
Currently, approximately 50% of all invasive coronary angiographies do not end with percutaneous coronary intervention (PCI) because of the absence of significant coronary artery lesions. It is desirable to eliminate such situations.
In 2010 Patel et al. [1] stated that CAD can be diagnosed in only 37.6% of patients undergoing invasive coronary angiography. The Board of Association of Cardiovascular Interventions of the Polish Cardiac Society reported that approximately 45% of all invasive coronary angiographies (88 993 procedures) carried out in 2011 in Poland did not end with PCI. More recent data from the ACROSS Registry show that significant stenoses are found in 51% of patients undergoing coronary angiography and that PCI is performed in only 46.7% of patients undergoing the invasive examination [2] .
Advances in Interventional Cardiology 2015; 11, 4 (42) There is an alternative, non-invasive method useful for exclusion of significant CAD, which is coronary computed tomography angiography (CCTA). It is currently recommended for individuals with intermediate CAD pre-test probability (15-50%). Higher pre-test probability of CAD is currently a contraindication to CCTA. Limitations associated with the use of CCTA are explained by insufficient predictive value of currently used standard hardware, which is a 64-row CT scanner. The latest CT scanners (more than 64 rows) are characterized by spatial resolution of 0.3 mm (Somatom Definition FLASH, Siemens, Forchheim, Phillips Brilliance ICT), which is very similar to the level of invasive angiography resolution of 0.2 mm.
Similarly to invasive coronary angiography, during CCTA the patient is exposed to iodine contrast and X-rays. The effective dose of radiation and contrast amount in the non-invasive study carried out with the use of a modern CT scanner is often even lower than during the invasive examination, amounting to 5-6 mSv and 50-80 ml of contrast agent.
The dynamic development of CT techniques, increased spatial resolution, reduced artifacts, and reduction of radiation dose and contrast amount, allow more accurate and safer imaging of coronary arteries [3] .
The Institute of Cardiology was one of the first centers in the world to show the usefulness of CCTA in planning of coronary interventions [4, 5] . In cardiac centers developing an extensive program of CT-based CAD diagnosis, a reduced number of uncompleted coronary interventions is noticeable.
Review of ESC guidelines
Current ESC recommendations concerning stable CAD indicate invasive coronary angiography as the first choice method in patients with a high pre-test probability of CAD.
It is assumed that patients meeting the above criteria in most cases are candidates for further interventional treatment of CAD. Optimally, invasive investigation should not be undertaken unless further invasive treatment of CAD is not necessary. Nevertheless, as mentioned before, the traditional diagnostic model results in a high proportion of invasive coronary angiographies, which do not result in further therapeutic procedures (around 50%). The reason for that may be the lack of significant stenoses, the presence of significant stenoses which are not eligible for interventional treatment, or inadequate preparation of the patient for ad-hoc percutaneous treatment.
We hypothesize that use of CCTA as the first choice method in the diagnosis of patients with high pre-test probability of CAD may reduce the number of invasive coronary angiographies not followed by interventional treatment. The CCTA also seems not to be connected with additional risks and costs of the diagnosis. Confirmation of these assumptions may impact cardiology guidelines.
Aim
This is a prospective, randomized, open-label, single center trial designed to evaluate superiority of CCTA to classic invasive coronary angiography (concerning effectiveness and safety) in the diagnosis of patients with high pre-test probability of stable CAD according to ESC recommendations. Inclusion and exclusion criteria are listed below: 
Material and methods

Inclusion
Methods
The project is planned to include 120 patients with indications for invasive coronary angiography determined It is assumed that the first invasive procedure in the CCTA group (if necessary) will be performed within 2 weeks of CCTA investigation. Depending on the result of the primary study, patients are qualified to: A -non-invasive treatment, B -further invasive diagnosis, C -further non-invasive diagnosis, D -interventional treatment (PCI/CABG).
Study end points
All patients included in the study are monitored for the occurrence of possible end points during the diagnostic and therapeutic cycle (from the first imaging examination to either complete revascularization or disqualification from the invasive treatment), or during the follow-up period.
Primary outcomes
1. The average number of invasive procedures (coronary angiography/PCI) in the arm: A. CCTA versus B. Classic diagnostics (superiority) during the diagnostic and therapeutic cycle (it is assumed it will be completed within 3 months of the participants' study entry). 2. The proportion of "avoidable" invasive diagnostic procedures (coronary angiographies not followed by an intervention) in the arm: A. CCTA versus B. Classic diagnostics (superiority) during diagnostic and therapeutic cycle.
Safety primary outcomes
1. The volume of contrast used for diagnosis and possible coronary intervention in the arm: A. CCTA versus B. Classic diagnostics (non-inferiority) during diagnostic and therapeutic cycle (it is assumed it will be completed within 3 months of the participants' study entry). 2. The radiation dose used for diagnosis of CAD and possible intervention in the arm: A. CCTA versus B. Classic diagnostics (non-inferiority) during diagnostic and therapeutic cycle (it is assumed it will be completed within 3 months of the participants' study entry).
Secondary outcomes
1. Composite outcome -number of serious adverse events during either diagnosis and therapeutic cycle (assumed up to 3 months) or during follow-up (up to 36 months): death, acute coronary syndrome, urgent hospitalization for cardiovascular causes, stroke, unplanned PCI as a treatment of invasive coronary angiography complications, urgent CABG surgery as a result of PCI or coronary angiography complications, surgical treatment of local vascular complications or with blood products, hospitalization or prolongation of hospitalization due to local vascular complications, the occurrence of a pseudoaneurysm, fistula, or occlusion in the vascular access site, decrease in renal function (a fall of 
Conclusions
Based on the literature, it appears that the use of modern CT systems in patients with high pre-test probability of CAD, as well as appropriate clinical interpretation of the imaging study by invasive cardiologists, enables precise planning of invasive therapeutic procedures. The proposed diagnostic schema, with the use of CT as the first choice method in CAD diagnosis, may substantially reduce the number of invasive procedures. Moreover, it can enable more precise planning of potential treatment options, increase the comfort and safety of patients, and reduce the time and cost of the diagnostic and therapeutic cycle. Achieving these objectives should be possible by simplifying the diagnostic path and eliminating invasive procedures not followed by intervention. Our randomized study will provide data to verify these assumptions.
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